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ABSTRACT
Objectives: This study examined the differential patterns of alcohol outcome expectancies in
relation to drinking before sex and having sex partners who drink before sex.
Methods: A sample of 614 men and 158 women sexually transmitted infections clinic patients in
Cape Town South Africa participated in a survey as part of another study.
Results: Hierarchical regressions, controlling for age, education, and alcohol use showed that
men's sexual enhancement alcohol expectancies were associated with drinking before sex and
having sex partners who drank before sex. Behavioral disinhibition expectancies were inversely
related to drinking before sex. For women, there were no associations between alcohol
expectancies and drinking before sex, although sexual enhancement expectancies were related to
having sex partners who drank before sex.
Conclusions: We conclude that alcohol outcome expectancies, particularly expectancies that
alcohol will enhance sexual experiences, are related to HIV transmission risks. Sexual risk
reduction interventions for those at greatest risk for HIV/AIDS should directly address alcohol
expectancies.

BACKGROUND: There is ample evidence that HIV risks in southern Africa are facilitated by alcohol use.
People who drink alcohol often meet sex partners in alcohol serving establishments and are less
likely to use condoms. Individuals who drink alcohol and contract sexually transmitted infections (STI)
are therefore among the highest risk for HIV transmission and should be the target of effective
behavioral interventions.
OBJECTIVE
This study examined the differential patterns of alcohol outcome expectancies in relation to drinking
before sex and having sex partners who drink before sex. In particular the associations between
drinking in sexual contexts and three alcohol outcome expectancies were tested: sexual enhancing,
behavioral disinhibiting, and social facilitating expectancies.
METHOD
•
Participants were 614 men and 158 women receiving STI diagnostic and treatment services from a
public STI clinic in Cape Town, South Africa
•
Participants were recruited to complete anonymous surveys of sexual behaviour and health
•
Potential participants were referred to the study recruiter by the clinic nurse following their routine
clinical services
•
Characteristics of men and women was analysed by using age, gender, race, years of education,
employment, marital status, and HIV testing history
•
Sexual risk behaviours were assessed by participants reporting their number of male and female sex
partners and frequency of sexual events, including vaginal and anal intercourse with and without
condoms in the previous 3 months
•
Alcohol and other drug use were assessed through participants reporting if they had ever used
alcohol, dagga (marijuana), cocaine, Mandrax (methaqualone), and other drugs. Global use of
alcohol was assessed by the Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT)
•
Drinking in sexual context were assessed by participants indicating whether they or their sexual
partners drank before sex in the past 3 months, representing situational use of alcohol
•
Alcohol outcome expectancies were assessed through Goldman and Darkes (2004) three
dimensional alcohol outcome expectancies:sexual enhancement expectancies, alpha = 0.95;
behavioural disinhibition expectancies, alpha = 0.92; and social facilitation expectancies, alpha = 0.91

Sexual risk behavior
•
273 (45%) men and 32 (20%) women reported drinking before sex in the previous 3 months
•

186 (30%) men and 92 (59%) women indicated that a sex partner had drank before sex during
that time period

•

For men, drinking before sex and having a partner who drank before sex were associate with
having had two or more sex partners in the past 3 months

•

Among women, drinking before sex was associated with multiple partners but was not related to
engaging in unprotected intercourse.

•

However, women who reported that a sex partner drank before sex indicated multiple partners
and engaging in unprotected intercourse.

Alcohol expectancies as predictors of alcohol use before sex.
Correlation matrix among alcohol use and alcohol outcome expectancy variables for men
(correlations above the diagonal) and women (correlations below the diagonal)

•

Hierarchical regressions for men demonstrated that age and AUDIT scores were significantly related
to drinking before sex.

•

Sexual enhancement and behavioral disinhibition outcome expectancies predicted drinking before
sex contributing an additional 3.6% of the variance (p<0.01)

•

Frequencies of partner drinking before sex, AUDIT scores were significant in the first block and
sexual enhancement expectancies contributed 3.8% (p<0.01) of the explained variance over and
above the other variables.

•

For women, analysis showed that AUDIT scores were significantly related to drinking before sex

•

Women who reported more problem drinking were more likely to drink before sex

•

However, none of the alcohol expectancy measures was related to drinking before sex.

•

Partners drinking before sex AUDIT was significantly and in the second block sexual enhancement
expectancies accounted for an additional 5% (p<0.01) of the explained variance.

CONCLUSIONS
•
Alcohol use before sex is consistently related to sexual risk practices and could itself be
considered a marker for STI/HIV risks.
•

Alcohol outcome expectancies were associated with drinking before sex as well as having sex
partners who drank before sex.

•

For men, beliefs that alcohol enhances sexual experiences were the only expectancies that were
positively related to greater frequencies of drinking before sex and greater frequencies of partner
drinking before sex.

•

However, beliefs that alcohol disinhibits behavior were inversely associated with the frequency
that men drank before sex.

•

Therefore, it could be that men believe that alcohol leads to less control use alcohol less in sexual
situations simply because they value remaining in sexual control.

•

Importantly, the relationship between behavioural disinhibition expectancies and drinking before
sex was not related to women’s partners drinking before sex.

•

These finding confirm qualitative reseach suggesting women do not expect alcohol to enhance
sexual behaviour and experiences (Morojele et al, 2006) and are consistent with theh conclusion
that women’s risk for STI/HIV are to a great extent determined by their partner’s behaviours

Recommendations
•
Behavior intervention research is needed to identify the optimal strategies for altering alcohol
outcome expectancies to reduce sexual risk–related alcohol use and ultimately reduce sexual risk
behaviors.
•

Motivational counseling approaches include cognitive restructuring strategies that can address
expectancies that alcohol enhances sexual outcomes.

•

Effective counseling for risk-related alcohol use can be integrated into existing counseling
services offered by STI clinics including voluntary counseling and testing for HIV.

•

Implementing effective interventions that break the association between alcohol use and sexual
risk in places with extremely high prevalence rates of HIV infection should be a global public
health priority.

•

Alcohol outcome expectancies represent cognitions that are amenable to intervention
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